Fibra Viva

Fibra Viva collection distinguishes itself for the particular manufacturing of its three products. PlainSuede (FE501-FE518)
is a soft plain to touch that reproduces the materiality of suede.
Soft and strong colors alternate themselves for a range of colors
suitable with any kind of location. RawLinen (OR401-OR417)
is a non woven background laminated with a crushed linen.
CrushedSuede (FE532-FE548) is a non woven background laminated with a crushed faux suede.
Both, RawLinen and CrushedSuede, are realized with a technique of undulation and creases that, beyond conferring profundity and tridimensionality to the product, permits also to obtain
a natural irregularity that gives the impression to be in front of
something completely natural and organic.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

TE C H N I C A L F E A T U R E S

Fibra Viva is a clean and fresh collection that draws its inspiration
from raw and handcrafted fabrics. The employment of earthy colors
and fine materials, such as linen, bestows to the collection an essential
elegance, extremely pure and refined. Once that Fibra Viva will be applied on the wall of your rooms, it will transmit the perfect perception of
what is organic and completely in syntony with the need of naturalness
and simplicity. A need rooted in the deep, that the modern man expresses through the research of minimal ambiences, but still strongly enveloping and cozy. Spaces that recall spontaneously to peace and silence,
just like the most remote places of the earth do. Fibra Viva holds in its
essence all these aspects and for this it will fascinate all your senses.

In few years Texam Home, thanks to its creative philosophy based on
“Research never ends”, has become a leading brand on the high-end of
wallcovering’s market. Infact, our brand embodies a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style, that stands
out from the masses. This harmonic mix permits, every year, to create
remarkable and cutting-edge products, which express themselves in timeless astonishing collections. Another essential aspect of Texam Home’s
creations is the feeling that the material gives; it is perceived as something
completely natural and organic, avoiding any industrial effect. All the
wallpaper’s surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to
reshape rooms and locations, in order to nullify the optical barrier of the
wall, giving vitality to the whole space thanks to a perception of infinity.
The technical skills, unified with the brilliant innovations, brought by a
qualified creative team, ensure to the customers top level products, which
are always precursors of fashion in the wallcovering’s world.

Made in Italy by:

www.texamhome.com • export@texamhome.com • +35924916565
Floor 3, 21B Moskovska Str. 1000 SOFIA - Bulgaria
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The portrayed colours may differ from reality

